
Wildlife Matters

PERTWOOD FRUIT AND SEEDS 
MUESLI IS BACK! 

WINTER 2018/19 

NEWSLETTER

We are delighted to announce that our ever-popular, 100% 
organic, Pertwood Fruit and Seeds Muesli is available once again. 
The same ingredients, the same healthy recipe, but entirely  
new recyclable packaging (including a compostable, 
biodegradable inner bag).

Customers asked us if we would pack their favourite muesli in  
a bigger size, so it is now available in a 1kg box.

For the first time, we are offering our muesli online, direct from the 
farm. Just visit www.pertwood.co.uk to place your order and it 
will be delivered to your home. Or, if you are in the area, you are 
welcome to call in and buy directly from the farm.

Profits from our muesli will be put back into our various 
conservation and wildlife programmes, so not only will you get a 
great-tasting, totally healthy breakfast, you’ll be helping nature, too.
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The following is a summary of the work carried out by the brilliant Deverills  
Raptor and Owl Group to help kestrel and little owl on Lower Pertwood Farm.

RAPTOR REPORT by Alison Rymell

BACKGROUND TO OUR WORK

My involvement with Lower 
Pertwood Farm began in 2005 when 
I obtained permission from Mark 
Houghton-Brown, the then owner, 
to check one barn owl box at Glebe 
Barn. This was part of my wider 
involvement with monitoring barn 
owl boxes in the Deverill Valley under 
the Schedule 1 Licence of Major 
Nigel Lewis, Barn Owl Conservation 
Network Advisor for the Hawk and 
Owl Trust covering Wiltshire.

In 2013, the Deverill Raptor and 
Owl Group (DROG) was formed 
(still under Major Lewis’s licence & 
supervision) and Wilfred Mole kindly 
agreed we could erect & monitor 
both barn owl & kestrel boxes on 
Lower Pertwood Farm. Wessex 
Water and Mr Mole helped with  
the funding of materials to build  
the boxes. 

On the farm, there are now barn owl 
boxes at 9 sites (sometimes more 
than one box per site which is the 
preferred option) and kestrel boxes 
at 3 sites. The work of maintenance 
& monitoring continues and in the 
autumn we have new barn owl 
boxes to put up as well as adding 
a tawny owl box. The aim of our 
group, with Mr Mole’s cooperation 
on his farm, is to help raptors and 
owls of conservation concern.

Rocky
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Results for each box are given below.

The 2018 breeding season is still 
ongoing for the barn owls, we are 
hoping to increase the total of 46 
owlets rings and perhaps reach the 
50 mark! Alison Rymell

I was on the farm just after this 
year’s kestrel family took to the 
wing, I was able to confirm and 
photograph all five youngsters and 
here they are (see Rocky on the 
previous page). No apologies for  
the names!

BARN OWL successful boxes

SITE IN SITU SINCE TOTAL OF BARN OWLETS

Glebe Barn 2005 27

Mole End Barn 2013 9

Hindon Road Barn 2013 3

Manor Farm Barn 2015 7

KESTREL successful boxes

SITE IN SITU SINCE TOTAL OF BARN OWLETS

Field Barn 2013 17

Barney

Rocky 2 and 3

Trailer Swift (perched on trailer)
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INSECTS EXPOSE THE  
DIRTY TRUTH BEHIND  
THE HEALTH OF OUR SOILS
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Soil biological activity occurs  
in this mix of minerals and humus.  
It includes a wide variety of  
micro-organisms such as bacteria, 
viruses, protozoa, fungi and algae  
that initiate a wider food web 
containing macro-organisms such as 
plant roots, earthworms and insects 
as well as larger animals like moles, 
mice and rabbits that spend part  
of their lives in the soil. These  
different soil components form an 
ecosystem in which plant growth 
is promoted by retaining nutrients 
and water and binding soil particles 

together. A properly functioning 
ecosystem produces a healthy soil.

Soil health has become an important 
topic with the realisation that soils 
suitable for crop production are a 
finite resource threatened at a global 
level. This threat is exacerbated by 
detrimental practices associated  
with intensive agricultural production. 
Conversely, organic farming  
methods are believed to maintain 
more acceptable levels of soil health.

At Pertwood, in 2018, we had an 
opportunity to test soil health in 

conventional compared to organic 
farming systems by assessing ground 
beetle and spider populations both  
of which are reliant on the state of 
the soil ecosystem and are prone to 
variation in numbers and species 
according to environmental conditions. 
They are, in fact, key indicators of the 
state of the environment.

Pitfall trapping of beetles and spiders 
was carried out from spring until  
late autumn.

Pick up a handful of soil from your garden or a farm. What you are holding is full of life. As well as the mineral content, 
the sand, silt and clay, there is a varying amount of organic matter. This originates from living organisms that have 
undergone decomposition until a stable state called humus is reached. 

The results, as shown in the graphs below, clearly indicated the positive 
effects of organic farming with three and a half times the number of 
beetles and twice the number of spiders on organic land compared to 
conventionally farmed land. 

In addition, the number of types of beetle found on the organic field was 
greater with 28 species recorded compared to 23 on the conventional field. 
The number of spiders was also considerably higher in major  
Family groups on the organic field. 
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A spider Alopecosa pulverulenta and a beetle 
Poecilus cupreus, both found at Pertwood 
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As well as these climate related pressures beetles and 
spiders in the conventional crop would also have been 
subjected to pesticide regimes which have both direct 
toxic effects and longer lasting chronic consequences 
that can significantly reduce populations over the 
longer term. 

Declines in ground-dwelling predatory invertebrate 
populations recorded in this work indicates there may 
have been a similar reduction in general invertebrate 
biomass. This has serious consequences for other 
wildlife. Invertebrates are a food resource for many 
mammals, birds, amphibians and reptiles. For example, 
ground beetles were shown to be present in the diet of 
34 farmland bird species in north-western Europe and 
for 11 species they are important dietary components. 
All of these species, except one, are declining in more 
countries than they are increasing in, reflecting the 
importance of this group particularly in regard to 
nestling food.

This study indicates a potential longer-term 
problematic scenario connected with climate change. 
Substantial declines in both studied groups under 
conventional cropping indicated that these practices 
are responsible for degrading agroecosystems, primarily 
deriving from soil quality declines. Current climate 
change forecasts predict increased repetition of the 
2018 weather patterns with serious consequences for 
the UK agricultural industry. Current, often chemically 
aided, practices used in conventional farming that are 
designed to overcome problems are unlikely to be 
remain successful in the long term.

It appears that organic farming can act as a feasible 
mitigation strategy to combat climate change effects. 
The absence of artificial fertiliser and agrochemical 
usage allows the continuance of a properly functioning 
agroecosystem. This agricultural regime, and economy, 
is based on principles which give due regard to the 
maintenance of soil condition and health and its future 
should be considered as a fundamental objective 
in respect to both soil and human health for the UK 
agricultural industry.

THESE DIFFERENCES CAN BE PARTIALLY EXPLAINED  
BY THE CLIMATIC CONDITIONS IN 2018.

A prolonged drought with high temperatures led to 
exceptionally dry soils, particularly on conventionally 
managed land. Dry soils are detrimental to the survival of 
beetles in the most vulnerable larval stage and it is likely 
that many in the conventional arable field failed to reach 
the adult stage. In comparison, larger amounts of soil 
organic matter and shading by weed cover retained soil 
moisture in the organic field, aiding larval survival and 
producing higher numbers of adult beetles.

Dessication due to high temperatures also reduces the 
amount of small invertebrate, and other, prey. This has 
detrimental consequences for ground beetles and spiders, 
particularly the Lycosidae, or Wolf spiders and others 
that do not make webs but chase down their prey on the 
ground. Food shortages, therefore, may have contributed 
to the lower numbers of these groups recorded in the 
conventional field.
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HAVEN FOR  
ALL WILDLIFE

As I am sure you have realised now, we get large numbers 
of birds coming to Lower Pertwood for the winter. Some of 
these will be coming from as far away as perhaps Russia 
in the case of the woodcock or starling. Some like the corn 
bunting are mostly summering on the farm and staying 
put. We do also have a number of local birds that find  
their way to us and end up staying for the winter and often  
much longer, namely pheasant and red-legged partridge. 

On a recent survey of some of our overwinter stubbles 
and wildbird covers, I found 150 red-legged partridge  
and 60 pheasant in a single stubble field and in one of  
our wildbird covers there were 150 pheasant and 185  
red-legged partridge. 

With over 300 gamebirds eating away, that wildbird cover 
won’t last much longer, which is one of the reasons we 
have lots of tailings held in store, ready to supplement 
them. We don’t shoot gamebirds at Lower Pertwood, 
although we seem to be making a habitat they love! 

MALE RED-LEGGED PARTRIDGE

MALE PHEASANT
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There was much excitement on 
the Lower Pertwood Farm recently 
when a number of people saw an 
unusual bird on and around Glebe 
and Five Beeches fields. Reports of 
one, then two, birds swooping round 
the grassland at dusk came flooding 
through. Luckily a couple of photos 
were taken, (don’t you love the new 
phone technology for capturing 
unexpected wildlife moments!).

The images show a bird with yellow 
eyes, that sits on the ground and on 
fence posts. This can only be a short-
eared owl. They arrive in this part 
of the UK in the Autumn and Winter. 
The number moving depends on the 
availability of food on the breeding 
grounds. If food is lacking, they move 
to search out new feeding grounds. 
Some years large numbers arrive in 
the UK from mainland Europe, other 
years it might be the birds breeding  

in Northern England and Scotland  
on the move and on occasion it can 
be both. 

They will feed on the voles and mice 
in our grassland and I’m sure will have 
found the YMCAs much to their liking! 
We have had a short-eared owl on 
Lower Pertwood before, so not a new 
species for us. Unlike the cormorant  
I saw just yesterday heading across the 
farm to move along the river Wylye. 

Cormorant are having a tough time  
in the preferred marine habitat.  
A mixture of Climate Change moving 
fish stocks north and over-fishing 
of species like sand eels again 
reducing food for the fish species that 
cormorant target has meant they have 
started to wander inland looking for 
areas to feed. This is not a species  
we can do a massive amount to  
help sadly as we do not have the 
necessary wetland habitats. 

Here’s a photo of a cormorant in its natural habitat, many thanks to Tim Melling for this great picture.  
That takes the bird list to 110 species, I can’t wait to see what number 111 is!

RECENT BIRD 
SIGHTINGS
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Starling have been a part of the Wiltshire farmland since long before man 
has farmed it. Breeding in holes in trees, then forming large flocks in the 
winter to forage in relative safety across grassland and roosting together  
in massive communal roost sites. 

Numbers in the winter are bolstered by migrants from across Europe 
moving west to avoid the harsher winters where grassland is covered for 
months at a time by snow. 

As the above picture shows, they are stunning when seen in the Autumn 
in good light, the stars on their plumage are at their best then, these pale 
tips tend to wear away as the year progresses. Before returning during 
the post-breeding season moult. The timing of the moult will be linked to 
the aforementioned Autumn migration, their feathers need to be in prime 
condition to cope with that. 

Historically in general and currently at Lower Pertwood we consider the 
starling a great friend to out farming practises. They work their way across 
out grasslands removing leatherjackets, the larval stage of crane-flies or 
daddy long-legs. The birds work their way across the grassland, opening 
their beaks in the grass to search for the larvae, here’s a photo of the 
grassland after starling have been across it, you can see the little long,  
thin holes they make as they work the grass apart. 

The leatherjackets work their 
way through the grassland, 
eating the roots which will 
in turn leave dead patches. 
Being organic it’s great to have 
a natural helper to keep the 
leatherjacket numbers down, 
they never get them all which  
is at should be. 

STARLING
SPECIES SPOTLIGHT

STARLINGS HAVING A WASH IN A PUDDLE BY PIG DOWN
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To date Richard and Hugo have recorded just over 167 
species, which is great! This is done by having a bright light 
shining. Moths use the moon for navigation and bright 
lights confuse them, they think it’s the moon and try to 
keep it on the side so they know where they are. This is a 
good strategy when the moon is your light, however when 
the light is below you and a lot closer, they circle in towards 
it. The moths eventually try to land by it, however below 

the light is a funnel into a box full of egg cartons which 
the moths drop into, they tend to move into the cartons 
to quietly shut out the night and wait for removal in the 
morning. We hope to continue this work, looking for new 
species as the habitats improve through our conservation 
management, in the meantime here are five of my favourite 
moths we’ve had on the farm so far,

CANARY-SHOULDERED THORN

What a beast! This species graces the moth trap  
in the Autumn, it lays its eggs mostly on birch, elm  
and limes. Thorns tend to sit with their wings held  
in a V shape. 

SILVER-GROUND CARPET

If you are out and about at dusk, you will see a 
number of moths moving slowly over areas of grass, 
it will often be this species. Most of the carpet family 
have the dark curving line half way down the wing, 
this species has the ‘Y’ shape on the leading edge 
of the wing. They are om the wing in the late Spring 
and Summer, laying their eggs on the typical track 
edge vegetation like bedstraw, cleavers  
and primroses.

We are lucky enough to have a couple of mothers at Lower Pertwood Farm, that is 
people who monitor the moth population. Moths are a great barometer of the health 
of the wildlife at a site. Many of the 2,000 or so species recorded in the UK use specific 
food plants and need particular conditions to do well. 

MOTHS
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SCORCHED WING 

What an amazing looking fellow the scorched wing 
is. There really isn’t anything else that looks like 
this. To my eye I think it’s trying to look like a dying 
tree leaf, however it is on the wing in Late Spring – 
Summer. It does lay its eggs on trees like oak, beech 
and birch and it certainly does resemble a dead 
beech leaf that can be on the trees until replaced  
by the new growth, so perhaps that is the idea. 

YELLOW SHELL

This well patterned moth is a day-flier and is often 
to be seen around woodland and field edges. They 
are on the wing in the Summer and lay their eggs 
on plants growing around the base of hedgerows 
like woundworts. If you see what looks like a small 
yellow butterflies speeding around, there is a very 
good chance it’s a yellow shell. 

MAGPIE

Another cracker! Named so because of the mostly 
black and white colour. They are a moth of Summer, 
on the wing from June to August. They lay their eggs 
on a wide variety of scrubby bushes like blackthorn, 
hawthorn and hazel. 
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It’s often good to go back to old traditional methods, 
and so it was with a new road that needed levelling on 
the farm. A modern ‘vibrating’ roller had not done a 
particularly good job of preparing the surface, so an  
old friend was called to see if he could help.

Richard Pocock, who is one of the main organisers of the 
Berwick St John Country Fayre, which is a bi-annual event 
celebrating heritage agricultural equipment was asked if 
he knew of a local, ‘proper’ steam roller which might do a 
better job. Fortunately, David Loader, a local retired teacher 
happens to be the owner of Wallis Oilbath roller no. 7751 
which had spent all of its working life until 1952 on another 
Wiltshire estate at Rushmore on land 
adjoining the Berwick St. John site 
and Richard thought that a rolling 
job on similar nearby land would 
have a great nostalgic appeal  
to David.

So the engine was transported to 
the farm, and Gertrude Lucy, as 
she is now called after David’s late 
Grandmother, was back in action 
rolling estate roads in Wiltshire 
after a break of 66 years. And what 

a venue – rolling hills as far as the eye could see, all in 
brilliant condition, with wildflowers and sunflowers sown 
at the edges of the fields to encourage the insects and 
hence other forms of wildlife. The wildlife which included 
a number of birds of prey and most noticeably, a family of 
Red Kites which seemed intent on entertaining everybody 
with their soaring exploits in the skies above. 

David’s right hand man Brian Andrews was also available 
for the trip and the two were able to steer the roller down 
some seriously steep inclines while holding the engine 
back with a combination of break and reverser. Fortunately 
the Wallis is superb at holding back and can be stopped 

on a low loader ramp at will, which 
made the rolling job possible. Few 
other engines would have coped up 
and down at least two of these hills 
but fortunately Gertie’s performance 
was exemplary from start to finish. 
David had been concerned that 
the 8 ton engine might not make 
the impression on the tracks that 
was hoped for but repeated passes 
pushed the road down well and did 
the job magnificently. 

WHEN TRADITIONAL 
METHODS ARE BEST
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While this may not be pure ‘wildlife’ we hope it demonstrates a sympathy for doing things the ‘old-fashioned way’.

“ Given that I have recently retired from 
teaching and can arrange my time 
flexibly around my interests and that 
the Organic ethos at Lower Pertwood 
Farm actively encouraged a return to 
old methods and old values I felt that 
the Roller was indeed very welcome and 
a very appropriate way of helping to 
complete the road construction project,” 
says David.

WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU
As a passionate organic farm, we believe in sharing information in the hope that we all learn from it. If you have read some of 
our ideas and adopted them on your farm or in your garden, please let us know! Every gardener and farmer, from neophyte to 
old-timer, has a metaphorical bag of tricks: a diverse collection of clever strategies, techniques and tools that help them save 
time, frustration, money – please share your experiences with us.

Write to us via Louise at email louise.norton@pertwood.co.uk


